
1999 C280 - (Model202.029) V6-2.8L (Engine 112.920)

RR Left-Right Engine Mounts - Fig1

1)  Remove top engine cover.

      Note: WIS doesn't say but see if you need to remove air filter, MAF or any

      any along firewall.

2)  Unlock steering wheel and THEN unhook battery.

3)  Put front of car on jack stands, NOT RAMPS!    Chock rear wheels.

4)  Fig1 - Remove panel from under the engine.

5)  Fig2 - Unscrew bottom bolts (4) connecting engine mounts (1) to front axle

      carrier.  Usie M13 socket wrench.

6)  WIS uses engine hoist from top which is best if you have one.  Most of us Fig2

      don't so we'll use a floor jack under the oil pan with a 2x4x18 wood in

      between to distribute the pressure.

7)  Fig3 - Unbolt steering damper (46) at drag link (11)  using M18 socket.

8)  Fig3 - Unscrew nuts of drag link (11) at Pitman arm (24) and at idler arm (26).

      using M18 socket.  These need to be replaced with M12x1.5 G8 self locking nuts.

      Note: Counterhold ball studs, if necessary, with socket or allen wrench.

      Also Note:  In this underside image, I figured out and indiacted the following -

      (so let me know if I am incorrect)

      1)  The driver/passenge sides and the vehicle front/back.

      2)  #24 - Pitman arm wasn't originally indicated, I did it.  It is part of and extends

      extends from the Steering Gear Box Fig4 (8).

      3)  #26 - What WIS refers to as Relay lever is perhaps more commonly refered

      to as Idler arm - I have referd to it as Idler arm in all my text in this document.

Fig3

9)  Fig4 - WIS says pry off drag link (1) on pitman arm (8) and idler arm (4) using

      thrust piece (046) and puller (044) in Fig5.  Install thrust piece at relevant joint.

Fig5

      For a more DIY way of doing this see link - 

       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJD4ThKUnJY Fig4

10) Fig 4 - Remove shield (5) at idler arm (4).

11) Fig2 - Unscrew top bolts (3) connecting engine mount (1) to engine support

      (indicated by arrow).

12) Adjust engine height with jack.  Note: Unhook any lines/hoses that get pulled.

13) Fig2 - Remove shields (2) and engine mounts (1).

       Note: Oil may leak from old mounts.

14) Replace in reverse order.

       Tightening Torques - (to be listed here)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJD4ThKUnJY

